Rather, this essay looks at how discussions surrounding SJAM are taken up in schools. We argue that SJAM can be used as a racial literacy tool for reading against dominant texts and grappling with personal and institutional implications arising from this critique of dominant texts. In the Canadian context, white privilege is a powerful entry point for engaging students with notions of complicity, accountability and responsibility. We must inform our 
Introduction
In September 2014, seven elementary school teachers in the Limestone District School Board in Kingston, Ontario took on the challenge of moulding an inquiry-based history project in which their grade six, seven, and eight students were asked "Was Sir John A. Macdonald an Effective Political Leader?" and "Does Kingston Need a New Hero?" These questions emerged from collaborative discussions amongst the seven teachers, the elementary consultant with the Limestone District School Board, and a program coordinator in Cultural Services at the City of Kingston. Over the course of the 2014-15 school year, the teachers and their 180 students utilized these initial framing questions and further developed their own leading questions to expand their students' knowledge and understanding of Sir John A. Macdonald (hereafter referred to as SJAM).
Using an inquiry-based methodology and a critical pedagogical approach to delivering the project's content, the teachers critically questioned SJAM's treatment of and established policies pertaining to Indigenous and Chinese peoples in Canada. This was done by examining such topics as the building of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Red River Rebellion, Residential Schools and the creation of the North West Mounted Police. A vote taken at the conclusion of the curriculum produced an almost evenly split response from participating students about the legacy of SJAM. That is, half of the students agreed that the legacy of SJAM warrants the City of Kingston to recognize the whole of his story and that he was an effective political leader, while half of the students did not agree with this position.
This essay examines how the use of an inquiry-based methodology in history classrooms can provide an effective critical pedagogy when discussing controversial figures and events of the past. This essay argues that conversations about SJAM, defined by whiteness, shaped not only popular celebrations of his legacy but also the educational context in which the teachers led students to place his legacy under critical inquiry. This essay examines this normative whiteness through the topics of effective leadership, acts of assimilation, and racist policies as influenced by SJAM. In conclusion it asks: How can an adoption of racial literacy affect how educators and other voices in positions of privilege influence a systemic decolonizing of classrooms and schools?
Social Theory, Racial Literacy and Critical Pedagogy
What is the relevance of a conversation about race-or, more specifically, a conversation about race in association with the life of SJAM-that does not fight racism?
Analyzing white conversations about SJAM raises some powerful questions about the epistemological operation of whiteness; the mental processes at work in the creation, recreation, and maintenance of white supremacy. Why do white individuals fill up spaces and dialogue through the lens of colonial whiteness? What is the nature of white racial literacy? Is it reflexive? How have white individuals acquired it? What can white individuals learn from the stories of SJAM in relation to whiteness and racial literacy? Looking back on the life of SJAM readily deals in race and racism, but not with it.
Racial literacy, a concept developed by France Winddance Twine (2003) , presents one potential approach to unravelling the racial legacy of SJAM. Educators and parents can use racial literacy to teach children to recognize routine forms of everyday racism and to develop strategies for countering and coping with it (Twine, 2003) . As Arlo Kempf (2008) 
uses the
2006 film Crash to analyze the United States racial arrangement that produces tension-rather than, say, solidarity-between different racialized groups, we suggest that SJAM's story similarly "prefers to humanize racism, implying that in the great scheme of things, we are all beautifully and tragically racist-just because" (p. 99) and without modern day fault. White people are epistemologically positioned within their white supremacist society to see/not see, enforce and re-enforce inequity and inequality (Kempf, 2008) . When white people interpret the legacy of SJAM, they look for that which they are not, even though they sometimes (or often) recognize that which they are, and "feel really bad", as one often hears. While there is nothing wrong with such feeling, when addressing racism it is inadequate, particularly when taken alone and outside of the scope of wider systemic oppressions. As Kempf further suggests, "A strategic socio-political response is displaced by the sheer emotional discomfort to horror white individuals hold... and this dislocation serves to obscure any notion of reflexive accountability for the white reader, teachers, student, etc" (Kempf, 2008, p. 101) .
White readers of the legacy of SJAM need to dig deeper to understand their inheritance of it within their institutions, communities and individual bodies. Educators and other leaders and teachers in society must engage in a practice to discuss and critically examine race and racism through racial literacy activities, such as investigating the ways in which white people learn to read, acquire, engage with, and disengage from racial meanings in both their individual lives and in the society that maintains them.
For racialized and Indigenous youth to acknowledge and challenge the colonial and racial parameters imbedded within schooling and society, they need an outlet through which they may value and reaffirm their individual identities. They also need to be able to assess and place value on their experiences living as invisible beings in mainstream society, while at the same time moving in from the margins. To do so would directly challenge the Eurocentric voices of institutions that dismiss the knowledge and identities of the marginalized and oppressed. In turn, interpreting and teaching the history of the losers, the marginalized, and the silenced, or those who were not dominant in the areas of wealth, power, or privilege would directly challenge the centuries-long legitimation of white privilege across colonial institutions. Such an approach would lay the foundation for racial literacy and it would challenge the hegemonic alignment of social theory with the academic and political interests of the privileged. Hegemonic knowledge constrains the choice of discourse and prescribes forms of identity and articulation that conform to accepted modes of interpreting theory and employing valid knowledge (Dei, 2000) .
Therefore, the critical educator often gets caught in a dilemma: how to support students' questioning and meaning-making, while at the same time teaching students to critique hegemonic power relations that contextualize schools, classrooms and teachers and the limits placed on learning and the acquisition of knowledge (McLaren, 2003) ?
Furthermore, if the educator is white, then an implicit tension arises once white people appear under the gaze of discourses of decolonization and anti-racism, which are necessarily informed by the experiences of the oppressed (Kempf, 2008) . We have to know who we are and where we are, in order to readjust the lens of privilege and get going someplace else.
Teachers and students need to be afforded and need to adopt strategies that challenge the domination of Eurocentric social theories and approaches to acquiring and understanding knowledge. Teachers and students need to acquire methods for analyzing their own histories and the cultural politics in which they are embedded that provide a vantage on the forces, relations, and practices that mediate them (Kempf, 2008, p. 26) . Teachers need to recognize and adopt a legitimate social theory that promotes facts or truths about social participation and difference within a presentation that is inclusive and equitable (Kempf, 2008) .
Routine methods for teaching history are only just beginning to involve any critical thinking skills for teachers or students; these methods have a long way to go toward including approaches to critically examine white privilege and colonial inequalities in texts and curricula. Nevertheless, this emergent shift in pedagogical thinking has led teachers to abandon the white narrative-heavy scripts of textbooks in order to actively explore curricular subjects with their students through the process of inquiry. Although a relatively new practice in Ontario, teaching through inquiry has been a common practice in countries such as (Kempf, 2008) .
At the beginning of this project, the teachers, school board consultant, and the municipal government consultant grappled over the epistemological approach that should be taken with the known content surrounding SJAM and his life in politics. Importantly, it was not until post-project reflections that a missing critical self-reflective lens was identified and shifted the topic of analysis toward understanding how racial literacy should have been incorporated into discussions surrounding SJAM and how history is taught in general. Using these framing questions, the teachers provided contextual background knowledge to their students that permitted students to critically analyze, question, and evaluate sources regarding SJAM and to justify their thinking. In the case of Ethan 1 , a student who was identified by his teacher as white, male, and urban middle class, he took a very literal approach to the question of the effectiveness of SJAM's leadership. Ethan felt that the best way to evaluate SJAM was to take all of the information available from all of the different sources and analyze them side-by-side. He made a poster board chart on which he discussed-based on Ethan's own moral valuation-some of SJAM's positive and negative actions as a leader, and he then directly compared these actions and judged which held more weight. Ethan's final opinion was partly based on criteria developed in class about leadership, but also on his own self-made criteria for deciding whether building the railroad had more value than the treatment of the Chinese and First Nations to get the job done. Ethan gathered a great sum of historical facts, which included different perspectives on all of the issues and information from many sources. However, in the end Ethan's opinion was based on how he evaluated the lasting effect of each of SJAM's decisions. In a presentation to the class, Ethan was able to clearly articulate why he thought that SJAM was an effective leader, having built the railway and led Confederation, but also not a good leader due to his government's treatment of First Nations, the Chinese Head Tax, and the Pacific Scandal. Ethan's opinion, backed with sources, offered a strong understanding of and ability to critically evaluate multiple issues from multiple viewpoints.
Throughout the evolution of the project, many students began to seek out the "missing" story about SJAM and the unheard voices of those affected by his actions, from his restrictions on immigration to the laws he enacted to assimilate and confiscate the identities and lands of Canada's Indigenous Peoples. Students therefore began to focus their investigations in critically examining such topics as the impacts of the Canadian Pacific Railway, Indian Residential Schools, Confederation, the Pacific Scandal, and other poignant points of interest in SJAM's timeline. For instance, Alfred-a student identified by his teacher as Inuit, male, urban middle class, and who struggles academically-made known to his teacher that he generally chooses not to engage with textbook learning. Through this inquiry process, however, Alfred was exposed to many different viewpoints on many different topics and was much more engaged than he otherwise would have been. Alfred thus found the inquiry process an important way to connect with the information given and find a focus that allowed him to go further. His personal background influenced his connection to the issue of Residential Schools. This allowed him to narrow his focus; instead of trying to sift through the mounds of information from multiple speakers that came to speak to the students, he made a special attempt to ask each speaker what they felt about SJAM's role in the Residential Schools system and how he impacted the schools' policies. Alfred felt that the Residential Schools, for him, were the key to being able to judge SJAM's legacy. Alfred enjoyed being able to choose a hands-on project to present his learning, in the form of a diorama. He was able to produce a much higher quality of work by being able to critically analyze SJAM's role through a very specific lens.
Although students used an array of secondary sources such as textbooks, credible websites, and documentaries, these sources were not the driving force of the inquiry project.
Rather, the secondary sources were used in conjunction with various primary sources, notably academic guest speakers who provided students with multiple, and sometimes conflicting, perspectives on SJAM and the policies and actions he used while "building" the nation.
Students were afforded the opportunity to ask critical questions and probe answers offered by Another student, Steve, identified by his teacher as white, male, and rural middle class, is a verbal learner who excels in debates, speeches and presentations. He became engaged with this project when he listened to Timothy Stanley speak, and specifically when Stanley discussed SJAM as "having a white supremacist vision of Canada" and that he committed "genocide" towards First Nations (see also Stanley, 2016) . Steve found this viewpoint to be vastly different and overwhelmingly critical compared with anything he had ever heard about SJAM, and he turned his project into a quest to ask many different sources their opinion on this statement. In particular he had a long, respectful, but very pointed discussion with
Queen's PhD students in History and Cultural Studies, whose viewpoints tended to agree with Professor Stanley's comments, which were in conflict with Steve's interpretive findings.
Steve's teacher remarked that it was very interesting to see the development of his questioning skills as he learned what types of questions to ask and how to listen to an answer while developing a new question to probe further. He struggled for most of this project with the disconnection between the initial statements that engaged him and the fact that, as he dug further, his own thinking changed, shifting away from believing SJAM was an ineffective leader. In Steve's final opinion, SJAM did not commit genocide, but in fact was fair and appropriate in his policies with Indigenous and Chinese peoples, on the grounds that it was the sustainability of the Canadian nation that SJAM was most concerned. Weighing all the data and conversations he had with said "experts," Steve ended up presenting his findings as a speech, which played to his strengths as a student, and very eloquently defended SJAM as a very effective leader.
Students were encouraged to seek out primary sources related to their topic and to examine these sources with a critical lens. Students were also provided with a variety of primary sources from the era of SJAM's political career, which included a medical examiner's evaluation of Louis Riel's mental state during his trial in 1885 for treason; first-hand legislative and political report accounts of the treatment of First Nations and Métis Peoples;
legislative accounts of the treatment of Chinese immigrants; records on the building of the Canadian Pacific Railway; and maps, photographs and political propaganda from the time period.
Owen, identified by his teacher as a white, male, urban middle class student, particularly flourished on being exposed to the many rich learning experiences afforded him by this project. He began to evaluate the textbooks and other resources regularly used to teach about SJAM and found them lacking many of the voices and viewpoints that he was being exposed to by the expert speakers engaging with his class. Owen felt that textbooks, children's books and many online resources gave only part of the story. He felt strongly enough about the bias in some of these stories that he approached his teachers to remove them from the library. He felt that by not telling the viewpoints of the unheard voices that other students would not have the opportunities to activate their critical thinking skills and develop strong evidence-based opinions. His project, then, was to rewrite a textbook chapter, using the form and style of the textbook used in class, to remedy the issues that he identified. He struggled with keeping his writing concise, given that he had a great deal more to say about each section than previously appeared in the textbook. In the end, Owen's final product was a great example of how inquiry-based learning and critical pedagogical investigations can inspire students to expand their social and theoretical knowledge. Other students wrote children's books that they felt best demonstrated an issue related to SJAM's legacy from a previously unheard viewpoint. For the students to be able to analyze resources and determine what is not being seen or heard, and then develop a contribution they feel is more inclusive, is a true sign of critical thinking.
The teachers provided all of the participating students with various primary quotations by SJAM, such as his announcement to Parliament on 24 March in 1882 that all "Indians" in the territory of Assiniboia must be removed, by force if necessary, from the land south of the proposed railway (McQuillan, 1980, p. 385 this encounter to support his own argument that SJAM was a friend to the First Nations. This situation demonstrated to both the students and their teacher the importance of formulating an opinion and gathering substantial supporting evidence, and also of challenging the standards that certify "expert" voices. The students interrogated the concept of "expert," the implication that such titles denote, and the systemic agendas at play both for "experts" who have recorded the past and/or who continue to critique the present.
It was at this point in the yearlong project that the sociological issue of race, and in particular racism, was brought to the forefront of the inquiry project. For example, during the discussion about the building of the railway, students were presented with the following quote that SJAM made on the 4 th of May, 1885 in the House of Commons:
When the Chinaman comes here he intends to return to his own country; he does not bring his family with him; he is a stranger, a sojourner in a strange land, for his own purposes for a while; he has no common interest with us… A Chinaman gives us labour and gets his money, but that money does not fructify in Canada; he does not invest it here, but takes it with him and returns to Canada from sea to sea." The speeches of SJAM led the teachers to expose their students to the concepts of assimilation and/or patronizing ownership by government officials, especially at the time of Confederation.
The students were further presented with the following quote by SJAM as made on The level of critical inquiry needed to unpack the racism seen in government speeches, policies and acts in the 19 th century was very difficult for the teachers to deliver, and even more challenging for the students to fully comprehend. Nevertheless, the topic was broached, and in doing so it allowed the students to reflect on and discuss the various factors, successes, and failures that went into and resulted in the Canadian government's creation of the system of reservations and Residential Schools that lasted until 1996.
SJAM as a Tool for Racial Literacy
The quotes from SJAM, as offered earlier in this essay, were used by the teachers to spark debate amongst their students. However, during both in-classroom discussion and critical analysis of the texts, the words and language employed by the students lacked an imperative to understand the racial and colonial privileges embedded within the sentiments.
Upon reflecting on the project's process and products, the participating teachers felt that, although the inquiry-based learning methodology and critical pedagogical approach succeeded in enhancing their students' critical thinking skills and actions, a deep understanding of white settler privilege-the lens through which most students and all teachers filter their learningdid not occur.
A lack of recognition around white privilege and settler colonial ideals became evident at the end of the project when the students answered the initial two questions the project proposed about SJAM. In June 2015, 180 students presented what they had learned through a variety of mediums, which included movies, animation, art, models, infographics, multimedia/scrapbooking, poster boards, songs, and essay writing. Student presentations reflected the project's effort to move beyond the textbook and engage students though a variety of primary resources, diverse guest speakers, and field trips to spaces associated with SJAM, and university/national archives which, together, allowed students to examine a diverse range of views on SJAM's legacy and decide for themselves if he was an effective (political) leader and a hero for Kingston. In response to all the factors revealed, investigated and discussed during this project, 42% of the 180 students agreed that SJAM was an effective leader for Canada, with 11% believing him to be highly effective. 6.5% of students felt he was ineffective, while 4.5% felt he was highly ineffective. 36% remained neutral and answered "Not sure" on the question. The question, "Does Kingston need a new hero?" resulted in a relatively evenly split response, with 54% of students responding "no," and 46% answering "yes." In response to a logistical question about the students' learning process-"How did your learning of history this year compare to previous years?"-students overwhelmingly responded positively, with 48% answering "better" and 28% "much better"; 18% answered "the same"; 5% answered "worse"; and 1% answered "much worse."
Only after the project was complete and an initial essay was written for publication did four of the teachers and the municipal representative (this article's co-authors) begin to reflect on their direction of the content and delivery of this project and their influence on the ways in which the participating students took it up. The municipal representative initiated the reflexive conversation on teaching practice, in part because it became evident that her intention to apply an anti-colonial and anti-racist framework to analyzing SJAM and his policies was not effectively explained to the teachers prior to the project's inception. The teachers expressed that they were committed to the inquiry-based learning methodology from the beginning, but that they adopted the critical pedagogical lens and made it an inherent framework only as the project evolved.
Read retrospectively, what this project needed was for its facilitators to turn the lens of critical reflection upon themselves first, so as to better assess how content related to SJAM was being offered to the students. Although she was not in the classroom on a regular basis, Dr. Brennan, the primary author, did have multiple opportunities to share her experience with the 180 students involved in this project. Dr. Brennan self-identifies as a Mohawk-European woman who comes from lower-middle class beginnings, and who in turn has experienced racism and discrimination throughout her life. Her personal analysis of SJAM is one of mixed emotions; she does not hold SJAM personally accountable for the genocidal atrocities inflicted on her ancestors, but rather holds the settler colonial system nurtured and maintained by many privileged men, including SJAM, responsible for the annihilation of Indigenous souls from the land. The classroom teachers of this project, and the four other co-authors of this essay all identify as white settlers who possess colonial and race privileges. During post-project analyses, their exposure to discussions of race, racism, and white settler privilege provided an opportunity to reflect critically on how the project evolved with the benefit of new ways of thinking about privilege and power in the classroom.
As white settler educators in a visibly homogenous community such as Kingston, the teachers who participated in this project came to realize that all aspects of interrogating race and racism need to become part of daily discussion and reflection in classrooms and schools.
As Kempf (2008, p. 92) argues, "Whites need to do some thinking about their race, and to address the tensions in doing anti-oppression work; [white settlers] need to continually ask
[themselves] three questions: 1. What power do I have?; 2. How did I get it?; 3. What am I doing with it?" Within the answers to these questions may lie some of the necessary epistemological tools for challenging racism. Yet, the asker of these questions must understand that, even if they identify from a place of white settler privilege, doing so does not allow them to disavow being racist, nor argue that they do not participate in white supremacy.
To offer up such thoughts is part of a defensive lens through which racial literacy is filtered. In fact, if we turn a blind eye to race, then we turn a blind eye to racial privilege or, as Kempf argues, "As privileged bodies, whites participate in the punishment of non-whites by not reflecting on their own privilege" (p. 96). Therefore it becomes imperative for white settlers to constantly reflect on their privilege and on the voices that they use to perpetuate that privilege in all aspects of their daily routine. This is especially the case of educators and other leaders, who are in charge of imparting knowledge, direction and feelings on all things historic and modern.
Students often returned to the notion of assimilation and, applying a modern moral and ethical lens to the concept, wondered how a government could create an assimilationist policy in which the people who had lived on the land for thousands of years were to be deprived of their entire ancestral identities and identifying characteristics. Teachers opened this area of discussion by presenting a value-based movement exercise, in which students were placed in a single line and then moved away from the line depending on how strongly they would answer "yes" or "no" to the following questions:
1. Is it right to physically move people off their own land?
2. Is it right to physically starve these same people after you have moved them off their land?
3. After you have physically moved and starved these people, is it fair to force these people to build a railway on their own traditional lands?
4. After you have physically removed and starved these people, is it fair to force these people to build a railway on their own traditional lands to save a nation from being absorbed by another nation?
This particular line of questioning resulted in the students answering the first two questions easily, with a "no" response and with justification for their thinking. Students were able to provide a clear stance for these questions because they were able to make a personal connection, which enabled them to empathize. However, when discussing the final two questions, students had a more challenging time formulating their opinions. While students were able to value and weigh the actions and words of SJAM's parliamentary statements or policies, white settler students also could disconnect from the implications of their privilege in the actions of "building a railway" and "saving a nation."
Some students admitted their intrinsic belief that "the ends justified the means" by suggesting that without the building of the railway there might never have been the unified Canada we now know. The dislocation or guilt that these same students felt in answering "yes" to questions 3 or 4 could be a result of their limited understanding of racial privilege that even these students still benefit from, 150 years post-railway. But it does need to be noted that of the 180 students who participated in some form of this activity, seven students defiantly maintained a "no" to question 4. Of those seven students, six were Indigenous.
It is worth noting that one of the teachers, when announcing the fourth statement, applied a racial literacy approach to critically unpack the use of the word "save." In the context of the fourth sentence in the activity, "save" is meant to concede a patronizing approach on the part of the privileged that are in control of displacing and feeding the people.
By substituting alternative words, such as "allow", "offer" or "create", the sentence can take on different inferences that deemphasize who holds the power and control in the action and its outcome. The teacher and the students who unpacked the word "save" were thus able to explore how language can be used to manipulate thought and action, and in turn used this example to critically examine their own identity, privilege and understanding of how the Canadian system has been moulded. the teachers were asked if this type of racial literacy was consciously highlighted in discussions during the SJAM project. Ms. Squarebriggs replied, "We never talked about the language that we were using...it didn't enter our thoughts to look at how the language we were using could have had an impact on the presentation of the content."
Further exploring issues of racial literacy, each of the teachers were asked if they thought their white privilege might have impacted their ability to teach this content. Only one of the four teachers felt that their whiteness made things easier for them as a teacher in the Kingston community. The teachers also were asked if they thought that, had their racial been more emotions tied to those biases." Mr. Hill also suggested that, "To be honest, we selected topics that were going to cause a stir and make our students uncomfortable and question their learning. As teachers, planning for the inquiry project, we specifically selected topics that were going to be engaging for our students as well as ones that made them uncomfortable."
These teachers were drawn to an inquiry-based approach of their own accord and brought an implicit sense of socially conscious intent to work through this project. However, the post-project discussion on the impact of white settler privilege on the manner in which they presented the content of SJAM's story had each teacher critically take stock and unpack their understanding of colonization and white privilege. Eve Tuck and K.W. Yang (2012) characterize colonization "as the unbroken pace of invasion and Settler occupation, into
[Indigenous] lands; where the violence is not temporally contained in the arrival of the Settler but is reasserted each day of occupation" (p. 5). Tuck and Yang (2012) further suggest that as settlers begin to become disturbed by their settler status in social justice frameworks, they try to escape or contain their complicity of inflicting harm, pain or horror on another simply because of "being one's self" (p. 9). As the weight of this reality becomes uncomfortable, Tuck and Yang argue, the natural result of the settlers' guilt is to save and redeem themselves through gifts or leading restorative actions, while not recognizing the patronizing appropriation of these acts as re-victimizing the other. Children and youth are not outside the scope of feeling guilty about white and settler privilege, much like their parents and teachers.
The way forward is to embrace the need for racial literacy in schools and to continue to have uncomfortable conversations that further examine, critique, and transform racial and colonial privilege and power across Canada.
Conclusion
As became evident upon post-project reflection, discussing a prominent and integrally
Canadian figure such as SJAM produces a crucial need for racial literacy amongst both students and educators in Canada. Currently, much of the teaching in schools about SJAM (and other controversial white settlers) weaves the discussion through key moments within his legacy rather revealing and critically interrogating the structures that he and his governments created to uphold white privilege and Anglo-Canadian culture. Settler privilege and racial responsibility is so foreign to white racial literacy that white people deny them at almost every turn. White privilege creates the condition for its own invisibility, providing a seductive positionality of strategic blindness with respect to its existence and influence across multiple levels of society (Kempf, 2008) . Therefore, teachers, parents, government workers and all those who offer knowledge or "expertise" in the history and development of Canada need to adopt a critical understanding of racial literacy and of what it means to be white in today's society.
This project started with the intent to critically engage students, teachers, and associated educational staff through an inquiry-based methodology to investigate the legacy of SJAM in Kingston and as a local hero. In the end, SJAM was also a critical tool to help white teachers assess and recognize how white privilege and the colonial systems that they operate in daily, be it educational institutions, government sector or private enterprise, have scripted our language and action in thinking about race and reacting to racism. 
